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(57) ABSTRACT 

An integrated circuit device for use in providing packet 
Service via multiple lower Speed communications links and 
methods of operation of Same is disclosed. The device may 
be capable of Supporting Ethernet packet network Service 
using a bonded group of time division multiplex or digital 
Subscriber loop communications links by distributing the 
data traffic over the individual connections in the group. An 
embodiment of the invention may also include SONET/ 
SDH compatible optical carrier framing, croSS connect, and 
packet mapping functionality. It may include a telecombus 
compatible interface for the connection of additional com 
munications devices, and may incorporate an M13 multi 
plexer to permit the merging of multiple DS1 data Streams 
into a single DS3 data Stream. An embedded microprocessor 
core and embedded memory may permit an embodiment to 
Support enhanced remote diagnostic, trouble reporting, traf 
fic management, and Software update capabilities. 
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MULTI-SERVICE PACKET NETWORK 
INTERFACE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS/INCORPORATION BY 

REFERENCE 

0001. The applicants claim priority based on provisional 
application Ser. No. 60/419,865, “Multi-Service Ethernet 
Over-SONET Silicon Platform,” filed Oct. 21, 2002, the 
complete Subject matter of which is incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 
0002 This application is a continuation in part of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 10/318,444, “Multi-Service Ethernet 
Over-SONET Silicon Platform,” filed on Dec. 13, 2002, 
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR 
DEVELOPMENT 

0003) Not Applicable 

MICROFICHE/COPYRIGHT REFERENCE 

0004) Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0005 Certain embodiments of the present invention 
relate to providing access to broadband communication 
Systems. More Specifically, certain embodiments relate to an 
apparatus which provides an interface to connect to broad 
band Synchronous optical networks in order to provide a 
variety of Synchronous and packet network connections. 
Additional embodiments described relate to an apparatus 
that may provide a packet network interface operating at a 
higher bit rate using a group of communications links 
operating at a lower bit rate as the transport mechanism. 
0006. In the past, a variety of transmission technologies 
have been used to electronically transfer large amounts of 
digital information, including both terrestrial and Satellite 
links. Terrestrial facilities that have commonly been used 
include both buried and above-ground cable, microwave 
radio and most recently, optical fiber, which offers the largest 
bandwidth. Networks used for such high capacity data 
transport Systems are typically Synchronous networkS. 
0007 Asynchronous network is one example of what is 
traditionally referred to as a circuit-Switched network. In a 
Synchronous network, data is transmitted from one location 
to another as a continuous Stream of digital information 
moving from the Source to the destination at a constant rate. 
The Stream is organized as a Sequence of frames, each frame 
containing a fixed number of fields in a defined order, each 
field of the Same length. An end-to-end connection or 
“circuit' in a Synchronous network exists as a collection of 
individual Segments which are assigned when the circuit is 
built or “provisioned.” At the time that a circuit is provi 
Sioned it is assigned the use of one or more of the fields in 
the frameS eXchanged acroSS a given Segment, and a circuit 
may be assigned a different field within the frames carried on 
different Segments. The transfer of data at the point of 
connection of one Segment to another is time Synchronized, 
and does not add Significant delay. Because the data on any 
Segment moves at a constant rate, and no delay occurs at the 
connections between Segments, the time needed to travel 
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from one end to the other end of a circuit is fixed. The 
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Synchronous 
Digital Hierarchy (SDH) are the principal synchronous 
optical network standards currently in use. In the SONET 
Standard, the term “circuit' in the above discussion corre 
sponds to the SONET term “path,” and the term “segment” 
corresponds to the SONET term “link.” An example of a 
path in a SONET network is shown in FIG. 1. 

0008. In most cases, no single user needs all of the 
capacity of an optical fiber-based transmission System, So 
the Standards have been designed to provide a means to 
share the bandwidth. For example, SONET networks typi 
cally operate at data rates of between 51.84 megabits per 
second (Mbps) and 10 gigabits per second (Gbps). Within 
that range, a device called an add/drop multiplexer (ADM) 
can be used to insert or extract a lower bit rate Stream to or 
from one of a higher bit rate. A diagram showing the SONET 
hierarchy and the relationships between bits rates is illus 
trated in FIG. 2. 

0009. In contrast to circuit switched networks, packet 
networks consist of a mesh of nodes interconnected by links, 
and data is exchanged in bursts called packets. The use of 
packet networks is growing in popularity due to the flex 
ibility offered by the ability of a packet network to efficiently 
handle multiple data Streams of widely varying bandwidth. 
This flexibility is one of the factors helping to bring about a 
convergence of data and Voice networks. The packet con 
tents include the address of its destination, and it is the 
function of each node to direct each packet that it receives 
to a link that will Send it closer to its destination. In general, 
a packet is queued at a node before being forwarded to the 
next node in the path, because it may have to wait for the 
outgoing link to become available. Packets may contain 
Voice, data, or Video information, and can be of varying 
length. The amount of time that a packet takes to travel from 
the Source to the destination varies based upon a number of 
factors including the number of nodes, the Speed of the links, 
and the queuing delay that occurred at each node. Each of 
the Services Supported on a packet network has its own Set 
of requirements including, for example, end-to-end delay, 
packet loSS, and privacy. Designers of packet networks take 
those requirements into consideration. 

0010) Synchronous optical networks are the primary 
transport mechanism for long distance transmission of infor 
mation, and are becoming increasingly important in metro 
politan areas. At the same time, the use of packet networks 
is growing rapidly due to their ability to efficiently carry 
multiple data streams of widely varying bandwidth. With the 
passage of time, the number and variety of data Services, the 
number of users, and the total bandwidth required at any 
particular user location will grow. Some legacy equipment 
requires lower Speed Synchronous network connections, 
while other equipment requires a packet network interface. 
In Some applications, more than one Synchronous optical 
link may be needed to Support the total bandwidth required. 
AS user demand for higher bandwidth connections grows 
and Synchronous optical networks expand, Support for con 
nections of varying bandwidth will become increasingly 
important. The result is an ever-growing need for high 
capacity, highly-functional, cost-effective Systems for the 
connection of Synchronous optical networks to packet net 
WorkS and to lower Speed Synchronous networks. 
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0.011 The functionality that may be needed to connect a 
SONET or SDH synchronous optical network and a packet 
network includes that of an Add-Drop Multiplexer (ADM) 
or terminal, a Digital Cross-Connect (DCC), and a Multi 
Service Provisioning Platform (MSPP). ADMs are used to 
transport SONET or SDH traffic on network ring topologies. 
An example of Such a SONET ring is shown in FIG. 3. The 
most popular of these ring topologies are Unidirectional 
Protected Switched Rings (UPSR) and Bidirectional Line 
Switched Rings (BLSR). In this arrangement, the nodes on 
the ring are linked by two optical fiber connections that 
transmit data in opposite directions. Should one of the 
optical fibers experience a failure, the nodes in the ring are 
Still able to communicate using the other optical fiber. The 
ADMs are nodes on Such rings that are used to arbitrate (add 
or drop) traffic to or from the ring. Rings are interconnected 
by gateways, as illustrated in FIG. 4. The client traffic on the 
ADM (the traffic that is added or dropped from the network 
ring) is normally transmitted at a lesser data rate than the 
network traffic (the traffic on the ring). Typical ring traffic 
rates for both SONET and SDH are 155 Mbps, 622 Mbps, 
2488 Mbps and 9953 Mbps. These correspond to OC-3, 
OC-12, OC-48 and OC-192 rates for SONET respectively, 
and to STM-1, STM-4, STM-16 and STM-64 rates for SDH 
respectively. Client traffic on the ADM can either be a lower 
SONET or SDH rate than the ring rate, or it can be a PDH 
rate (Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy), such as DS1, DS2 
or DS3 or E1, E2 and E3. The DS1 rate is 1.544 Mbps, DS2 
is 6.312 Mbps, DS3 is 44.736 Mbps, E1 is 2.048 Mbps, E2 
is 8.448 Mbps, and E3 is 34.368 Mbps. 
0012 ASONET/SDH terminal performs a function simi 
lar to that of an ADM except that the network connection is 
not in a ring configuration. A terminal terminates a high 
speed point-to-point SONET path, and hands off a number 
of lower rate lines and paths on the client Side. For example, 
an OC-3 terminal could be used to terminate an OC-3 path 
and hand off three DS3 lines on the client side. 

0013 The DCCs are used to Switch and groom traffic 
between different lines and paths. A network may include 
several ADMs and terminals to arbitrate or terminate traffic 
along rings or point-to-point connections, and a DCC will be 
used to Switch the traffic between all the paths. ADCC is a 
circuit Switch, which means that all connections are provi 
Sioned Statically. 
0.014. The Multi-Service Provisioning platform combines 
the function of the DCC, the ADM, and the terminal along 
with the ability to Support data protocols Such as Ethernet to 
the client users. In all instances today, these MSPPs are 
Scalable platforms based on a chassis. This means that to 
build a useful System, a user needs to install a Specific circuit 
card Supporting each function. The purpose of the chassis is 
to hold the required circuit cards, provide an electrical 
interconnect or “backplane' to connect Signals from one 
card to another, and to Supply power for System operation. 
For example, Separate cards are needed for Switching, Sup 
porting the ADM function, Supporting and mapping DS1 
traffic, Supporting and mapping DS3 traffic, and Supporting 
and mapping Ethernet traffic. FIG. 5 illustrates an example 
chassis arrangement of an MSPP 500, showing Ethernet 
interface card 502, cross-point Switch card 504, synchronous 
optical interface cards 506 and 508, and processor card 510. 
The Silicon devices developed to Support these platforms 
tend to implement an ever increasing but still Small portion 
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of the needed functionality. For instance, there are devices 
on the market supporting SONET framing, DS1 framing and 
mapping, DS3 framing and mapping, DS1 mapping into 
DS3 (known as M13 mappers), Ethernet-over-SONET map 
pers, and digital croSS-connects. Building a System is com 
pleX and costly due to the number of cards and/or individual 
integrated circuit devices required. The variety and number 
of network connections that can be supported by the MSPP 
System is limited by Several factors, including the level of 
functionality and number of connections on each integrated 
circuit device, the number of circuit cards that can be 
contained within the chassis, and the number of Signals that 
must be carried by the backplane. 
0015 Situations exist where Ethernet packet network 
Service is desired and where optical connectivity is not 
available or is not cost effective, but where there are 
available multiple lower bit-rate circuit-Switched communi 
cations linkS. For example, Synchronous time division mul 
tiplex Service Such as DS1 has been in widespread use for 
many years. Some subscribers may have multiple DS1 or 
digital subscriber loop (DSL) lines available on site, but 
have a need for 10 Mbps Ethernet packet connectivity. Many 
Subscribers that may need Ethernet packet network connec 
tivity cannot make effective use of even the lowest level of 
SONET/SDH capacity. A low-cost solution to provide a 
packet network interface via multiple lower Speed linkS is 
needed. 

0016 AS can be seen from the above discussion, there is 
a fundamental disconnect between the packet network envi 
ronment and core optical networks such as SONET and 
SDH. There is also a need for systems able to provide packet 
network connectivity using available lower Speed facilities. 
The relatively high cost of the technology typically used to 
fill these gaps hinderS network growth and further expansion 
of Support for metropolitan optical networks and packet 
network Service. Accordingly there is a need for a more 
compact, cost-effective, and more flexible Solution to pro 
Viding packet network over legacy facilities as well as newer 
SONET and SDH-based optical networks. 
0017 Further limitations and disadvantages of conven 
tional and traditional approaches will become apparent to 
one of skill in the art, through comparison of Such Systems 
with Some aspects of the present invention as Set forth in the 
remainder of the present application with reference to the 
drawings. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0018 Aspects of the present invention relate to a device 
that permits the interconnection of circuit-Switched and 
packet networks. More Specifically, one embodiment of the 
present invention may be a single integrated circuit that 
includes the functionality that may be required to provide 
Ethernet packet Service using a group of lower-speed, time 
division multiplex connections. 
0019. An embodiment in accordance with the present 
invention may comprise a hashing processor for Selecting a 
transmit data channel and for designating a receive packet 
interface and a transmit packet interface. In addition, it may 
comprise a packet mapper for processing at least one trans 
mit packet from the designated transmit packet interface 
operating at a first bit rate, the packet mapper transferring 
the contents of the at least one transmit packet to the Selected 
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transmit data channel, and may proceSS data from at least 
one receive data channel, producing at least one receive 
packet for transmission on the designated receive packet 
interface operating at the first bit rate. Further, it may 
comprise at least one communication interface for Serializ 
ing data from the transmit data channel to form a transmit 
data Stream, and for passing to the receive data channel data 
deserialized from a receive data Stream, the transmit data 
Stream and receive data Stream operating at a Second bit rate. 
A packet format of the at least one receive packet and the at 
least one transmit packet may be compliant with at least one 
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 802.3 
family of Ethernet standards. In such an embodiment, the 
first bit rate may be greater than the Second bit rate. 

0020. An embodiment may also comprise at least one 
optical carrier framer for performing transmit framing on 
data from at least one transmit data channel producing a 
transmit data Sequence, and for performing receive framing 
on a receive data Sequence producing data for at least one 
receive data channel. The packet mapper may be compatible 
with the American National Standards Institute T1X1.5 
Generic Framing Procedure, the International Telecommu 
nications Union X.86 Ethernet over SONET recommenda 
tion, or the Internet Engineering Task Force RFC 1662 
point-to-point protocol Specification. In addition, a format of 
the transmit data Sequence and the receive data Sequence 
may be compatible with the Synchronous Optical Network 
or Synchronous Digital Hierarchy optical carrier Standard. 

0021 Another embodiment of the present invention may 
comprise a bus interface for connecting additional commu 
nications interface devices where the bus interface is a 
telecom bus compatible interface. The at least one commu 
nication interface of an embodiment may comprise at least 
one T/E carrier framer for receiving and transmitting data in 
time division multiplexed format which may comprise a 
DS1 or E1 format framer and a DS3 or E3 format framer. It 
may further comprise an M13 multiplexer for converting 
DS1 format time division multiplex data streams to and from 
DS3 format. 

0022. A further embodiment in accordance with the 
present invention may comprise at least one embedded 
microprocessor core arranged in order to receive signals 
from the hashing processor, and an embedded memory for 
Storing information to be accessed by the at least one 
embedded microprocessor core. It may comprise an external 
memory interface arranged to allow the at least one embed 
ded microprocessor core to access information Stored in an 
external memory device, and the functionality of the 
embodiment may be contained within a Single integrated 
circuit. 

0023. Another aspect of the present invention is a method 
of operating a data communication device, the method 
comprising receiving a first packet from a first packet Stream 
at a higher bit rate, Selecting a first data link from a 
predefined group of data links, depacketizing the first packet 
to a first data Stream, transmitting the first data Stream on the 
first data link at a lower bit rate, receiving a Second data 
Stream on a Second data link at the lower bit rate, packetizing 
the Second data Stream into a Second packet, designating a 
Second packet Stream on which to Send the Second packet, 
and transmitting the Second packet on the Second packet 
Stream at the higher bit rate. A packet format of the first 
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packet Stream and the Second packet Stream may be com 
pliant with at least one of the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers 802.3 family of Ethernet standards. 
The first data link and the Second data link may use a time 
division multiplex format where the time division multiplex 
format is DS1 or E1 compliant. The first data link and the 
Second data link may also be a type of digital Subscriber line. 

0024. Another aspect of the invention may include 
machine-readable Storage, having Stored thereon a computer 
program having a plurality of code Sections executable by a 
machine for causing the machine to perform the foregoing. 

0025 These and other advantages, aspects, and novel 
features of the present invention, as well as details of 
illustrated embodiments, thereof, will be more fully under 
stood from the following description and drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS 

0026 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the elements 
along the path in a SONET network. 
0027 FIG. 2 is a hierarchy diagram showing the names 
and relationships of the various link capacities available 
within the SONET hierarchy. 

0028 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of 
a exemplary SONET ring, and the elements and intercon 
nections that may be present. 

0029 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
interconnection of two SONET ring structures, and the 
gateway which connects them. 

0030 FIG. 5 is an illustration of the chassis of an 
exemplary multi-Service provisioning platform, showing the 
arrangement of the individual circuit cards that may be used 
to Support various communications Services. 
0031 FIG. 6 is network diagram showing an exemplary 
network configuration in which a SONET network and a 
packet network are interconnected to provide a variety of 
Services, in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0032 FIG. 7 is a high-level block diagram illustrating a 
Single-chip embodiment of the present invention. 

0033 FIG. 7a shows an embodiment of the present 
invention which is contained within one or more integrated 
circuits on a single circuit card having a single connector. 

0034 FIG. 7b illustrates an embodiment in accordance 
with the present invention where the functionality shown in 
FIG. 7 is incorporated on a single circuit card having two 
COnnectOrS. 

0035 FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing functionality 
that may be present in one embodiment according to the 
present invention. 

0036 FIG. 8a shows an exemplary embodiment illus 
trating the bonding of Seven DS1 synchronous time division 
multiplex circuits into a bonded group that transports the 
traffic from a first 10 Mbps Ethernet link to a second 10 
Mbps Ethernet link, in accordance with the present inven 
tion. 
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0037 FIG. 8b is a block diagram showing functionality 
that Supports the use of bonded links in an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0.038 FIG. 9 is a high-level flow diagram showing a 
method of operating an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0.039 FIG. 9a is a high-level flow diagram illustrating a 
method of operating another embodiment in accordance 
with the present invention. 
0040 FIG.9b illustrates a network architecture in which 
two bonded groups are used in Sequence, in accordance with 
the present invention. 
0041 FIG. 9c shows an exemplary network architecture 
using multiple embodiments of the present invention to 
interface a packet link to a SONET optical link. 
0.042 FIG. 10 is a high-level flow diagram showing 
another method of operating an embodiment in accordance 
with the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.043 Aspects of the present invention may be seen in 
FIG. 6, which illustrates the interconnections in an example 
of a data communications network. AS shown in the dia 
gram, portions of the network, such as SONET optical link 
606, metropolitan area network connection 616, and SONET 
ADM Network 602, are synchronous optical network links. 
Other portions, such as packet connection 618 linking ADM 
608 to users 614, and Core IP Network and Public Internet 
604, are constructed using a packet network. The funda 
mental difference in these two forms of data transport may 
require a means at Several points along the transmission path 
to adapt packetized data for transmission via a Synchronous 
link, and Synchronous data for packet transport. For 
example, packet data traffic from service provider 620 
destined for users 612 may be sent in Ethernet packet format 
from service provider 620 through Core IP Network 604 and 
directed onto packet-over-SONET link 606. The broadband 
traffic may then pass through SONET ADM Network 602 
onto metropolitan area network 616 to multi-Service provi 
Sioning platform 610, where it would be mapped into one or 
more Ethernet packet connections to users 612. Packets 
flowing from users 612 back to service provider 620 would 
require Similar data format adjustments. An embodiment of 
the present invention may provide the functionality needed 
to allow a broadband Synchronous optical network to Serve 
a variety of Synchronous and packet network connections in 
a flexible manner at lower cost than existing alternatives, 
and may be incorporated into a circuit card in add/drop 
multiplexer 608. It may also be used to offer Ethernet 
services in metropolitan markets by leveraging the SONET 
infrastructure. To Support Such an application, an embodi 
ment of the present invention may be contained within 
multi-Service provisioning platform 610. In Such applica 
tions, it may Support the use of Ethernet private lines, and 
advanced Internet protocol (IP) services such as Voice-over 
IP (VoIP) telephony. The present invention may also be used 
to provide advanced remote troubleShooting features on 
Subscriber connections 618. 

0044 An embodiment of the present invention may com 
bine all of the functionality that may be needed to provide 
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client-side Support for a variety of interfaces, including 10 
Mbps/100 Mbps and gigabit Ethernet, DS1/E1 and DS3/E3 
time-division-multiplexed Synchronous links, and network 
or trunk-Side interfaces for one or more Synchronous optical 
links or DS3/E3 time-division-multiplexed synchronous 
links in a single integrated circuit, or in a multi-chip con 
figuration. A high-level block diagram illustrating an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention is shown in FIG. 
7. In this embodiment, incoming signals from SONET line 
704 are converted by SONET-to-Ethernet/TDM Conversion 
block 710 into one or more packet streams 725 and one or 
more TDM data streams 730. In the reverse direction, the 
functionality of Ethernet/TDM-to-SONET Conversion 
block 720 receives one or more packet streams 735 and one 
or more TDM data streams 740, and converts them into a 
format Suitable for transmission via SONET line 715. The 
functionality shown in FIG. 7 for inclusion in an embodi 
ment of the present invention permits the realization of a 
Single-chip device. For example, it is possible to eliminate 
the Optical Internetworking Forum System Packet Interface 
(SPI) typically used to interconnect some of the illustrated 
functionality. Removing the need for this interface not only 
frees the chip area that would typically be used for the 
interface components, it enables an embodiment of the 
present invention to incorporate a significantly larger num 
ber of Virtual channel connections between the packet pro 
cessing and network interface (SONET/TDM) blocks. This 
increases device capacity and performance, and permits the 
integration of the functionality of FIG. 7 into a single 
integrated circuit device or a multi-chip Solution of lower 
cost and higher performance than prior art Solutions. 
004.5 FIG. 7a shows an embodiment of the present 
invention in which the above functionality is contained 
within one or more integrated circuits on a single circuit card 
705a. In such an embodiment, both the SONET and packet 
data Streams are directed through a single connector 715a. 
The high level of functionality present on circuit card 705a 
eliminates the need for many other circuit cards in the MSPP 
500 of FIG. 5, freeing card slots for additional circuit cards 
705a, or for the inclusion of other functionality in MSPP 
500. FIG. 7b illustrates another embodiment in accordance 
with the present invention where the functionality shown in 
FIG. 7 is incorporated on a single circuit card 705b having 
two connectors. Connector 715b may, for example, carry 
SONET receive and transmit signals 710b and 720b, respec 
tively. Connector 725b may, for example, carry Ethernet 
receive and transmit signals 730b and 740b, respectively, 
and time division multiplex receive and transmit Signals 
750b and 760b, respectively. Such an embodiment elimi 
nates the need for the backplane typically present in Systems 
with this level of functionality, and permits the development 
of a relatively small, SONET-to-Ethernet interface device. 
Additional details of the functionality that may be present in 
embodiments Such as these follows. 

0046 FIG. 8 shows a block diagram illustrating further 
detail of functionality that may be present in a single-chip 
embodiment according to the present invention. Such an 
embodiment may incorporate a channelized framer 802, 
which may support the Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) pro 
tocol specifications of optical link 834. The incoming and 
outgoing paths of optical link 834 of FIG. 8 correspond to, 
for example, optical links 704 and 715 of FIG. 7, respec 
tively. Channelized framer 802 may support Uni-directional 
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Protected Switched Rings (UPSR) with protected ADM 
uplinkS via OC-12/48 optical lines. In Such an arrangement, 
automatic protection switching (APS) control 820 Supports 
Switching from the main to the protection line. An embodi 
ment may also Support a Bi-directional Line Switched Ring 
(BLSR) ring topology. Channelized framer 802 may incor 
porate a full-capacity, non-blocking Synchronous Transport 
Signal (STS)/Synchronous Transport Module (STM) and 
Virtual Tributary (VT)/Tributary Unit (TU) cross-connect 
which may be used to Switch channelized data Streams 
between the optical line 834 and packet mapper 804, Sub 
scriber-side DS1/E1 and DS3/E3 framers 814 and 816, and 
telecom bus interface 822. An embodiment may Support 
complete line and path overhead processing, including full 
STS/STM and VT/TU pointer processing. In addition, an 
embodiment may interface with a time-division-multiplexed 
(TDM) DS3/E3 uplink 836 via DS3/E3 framer 818. 
0047 Packet mapper 804 may support virtual concatena 
tion (VC) for compatibility with the installed SONET/SDH 
network infrastructure, and may enable the use of various 
traffic Segregation methods, for example, Stacked Virtual 
local area networks (VLANs), multi-protocol label switch 
ing (MPLS) labels, and VT1.5 and/or STS-1 Ethernet-over 
SONET (EOS) mapping. Mapping of VLAN/MPLS groups 
to create a link-layer tunnel that may be supported by VLAN 
Engine 808. The use of provisioned tunnels with MPLS or 
VLANs may ensure that the bandwidth provisioned for 
subscriber access to Internet Protocol (IP) services is main 
tained, and that high-priority traffic will have the bandwidth 
resources needed to be passed unconstrained through the 
network during times of congestion & restoration. In one 
embodiment, packet mapper 804 may Support Ethernet 
mapping to SONET using, for example, the ANSI T1X1.5 
Generic Framing Procedure (GFP), the ITU X.86 EoS 
recommendation, or the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) RFC 1662 point-to-point protocol (PPP) specifica 
tion. These procedures may be used for the Ethernet-to 
SONET mapping functions, while 802.3X may be used for 
flow control at a Subscriber line interface. Internet acceSS 
traffic may be mapped into a shared concatenated channel, 
and both high order (STS-1-Xv) and low order (VT1.5-Xv) 
Virtual concatenation may be Supported. This capability may 
enable mapping to a channel of any size with 1.5 Mbps 
granularity. Each Subscriber channel may be mapped to its 
own SONET channel. The subscriber may have multiple 
channels per physical port, for example, a private line 
channel and a channel for Internet access, and may also have 
multiple private lines on the same port. VLAN/MPLS tags 
may be mapped to physical ports, via media access control 
(MAC) addresses as well as logical channels. 
0048. Ethernet service on packet links 830 may be 10 
megabit per second (Mbps), 100 Mbps, or 1000 Mbps. 
(gigabit) Ethernet (GigE/GbE) connections which may be 
supported by 10 Mbps/100 Mbps MAC 810 and Gig-E 
MAC 812. Both MAC 810 and MAC 812 may connect to 
external physical layer (PHY) interface devices (not shown). 
Support for TDM DS1/E1 and DS3/E3 interfaces may be 
provided by DS1/E1 framer 814 and DS3/E3 framer 816 via 
Synchronous connections 832, the Specifications of which 
may be designed to interface with appropriate external 
physical interface devices (not shown). An embodiment may 
allow the connection of additional communications inter 
faces such as additional DS1/E1 or DS3/E3 framers, through 
the use of telecombus interface 822. The present invention 
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may Support full duplex operation at full rate for all frame 
sizes for 10BaseT, 100BaseTX, 1000BaseLX/SX. For tele 
phone grade Subscriber loop cabling, an Ethernet-to-DSL 
bridging chip may be used. 

0049. An embodiment of the present invention may sup 
port services such as Ethernet Private Lines, which provide 
Secure local area network (LAN) interconnections between 
corporate Sites, Internet access over Ethernet physical Ser 
Vice links, and packet Voice. An embodiment of the present 
invention may provide Support for delay-Sensitive traffic, 
Such as IP telephony Over Ethernet, which generally requires 
guaranteed minimum latency. IP-based interoffice telephony 
allows a single access line for data & interoffice Voice, 
permitting cheaper interoffice Voice calls using the IP net 
work. This also allows re-use of an existing private branch 
exchange (PBX) infrastructure. Access to the public 
switched telephone network (PSTN) may be possible via a 
Service provider's gateway. In Such an arrangement, the 
Subscriber pays only for data access Service. 

0050. An embodiment of the present invention may sup 
port Ethernet private line Service, which provides point-to 
point transparent transport using Ethernet. Private line Ser 
vice implies that all attributes of the subscriber's Ethernet 
channel are preserved throughout the transport network, e.g. 
VLANs, etc. This capability allows a subscriber to connect 
two corporate LANs together, leveraging the SONET invest 
ment by making use of SONET DCS network. Ethernet 
traffic may be mapped into SONET containers, for example, 
STS and VT groups using the capabilities of channelized 
framer 802 and packet mapper 806. The mapping may be 
transparent. In Such an application, privacy is typically of 
paramount importance. 

0051. The present invention may include traffic shaping, 
which may be Supported by the policing, shaping, flow 
control and Subscriber management functionality repre 
sented by functional block 806. This functionality may allow 
Ethernet Subscriber ports to be rate limited with a 1 Mbps 
granularity up to gigabit rate or be shut off entirely, and may 
permit the Service provider to offer Internet access provi 
Sioned as metered, tiered or burst-able Service. For example, 
with tiered Service the Subscriber may choose a specific 
“capacity tier to Set the maximum allowable capacity they 
may access. Those limits may be set with, for example, a 
10% granularity for 10/100 Ethernet and a 5% granularity 
for gigabit Ethernet. An embodiment may also allow a 
service provider to offer metered service in which subscrib 
erS pay only for the bandwidth they use on a per-use basis. 
In Such an arrangement, the only bandwidth limit is the port 
speed (10 Mbps/100 Mbps/GbE). In addition, the service 
provider may offer “burst-able” service, which may be 
viewed as a combination of tiered and metered service. With 
“burst-able” service the subscriber operates within a specific 
“bandwidth tier,” allowing the Subscriber to obtain a fixed 
amount of bandwidth. The allowed bandwidth limit might be 
set with, for example, a 10% granularity for 10 Mbps/100 
Mbps Ethernet and with a 5% granularity for gigabit Eth 
ernet service. The Subscriber may then burst at up to the 
physical port Speed. 

0052. In addition, the policing, shaping, flow control and 
Subscriber management functionality represented by block 
806 may Support intelligent traffic Shaping, which may 
guarantee minimum latency for delay-Sensitive traffic Such 
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as packet voice. The present invention may provide Sub 
Scriber port Shaping/policing capabilities configurable to 
support IP Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) pri 
oritized and/or weighted queuing enabling, for example, 
eight different link layer traffic priority levels as per 
802.1D(p). It may also reprioritize 802.1D(p) priorities in 
the 802.1Q tag for traffic that exceeds the Subscriber's 
provisioned bandwidth. An embodiment of the present 
invention may issue PAUSE frames when a subscriber 
attempts to burst beyond its provisioned bandwidth. How 
ever, the present invention may Support intelligent traffic 
shaping that extends the PAUSE frame concept so that only 
certain flows (e.g. Internet access flows) are throttled. The 
intelligent traffic shaping approach is in addition to DSCP 
and 802.1D(p) priorities, because it guarantees a traffic 
Shaping procedure going beyond priorities. This may pro 
vide enhanced traffic management, because priorities are 
irrelevant if the physical port is paused. An embodiment of 
the present invention may Support a policing & congestion 
control mechanism similar to Frame Relay's Discard Eli 
gible (DE) standard, marking traffic that is above the traffic 
profile and treating Such traffic with a higher discard prob 
ability when network congestion occurs. Discretionary traf 
fic Shaping may be based on flow/priority type, and may 
permit traffic Shaping at a physical port to be honored as may 
be required by a service level agreement (SLA). For 
example, an embodiment in accordance with the present 
invention may Support System performance characteristics 
that meet the standard service provider's SLA's such as, for 
example, a one-way delay of 65 mSec, data loSS of 1%, and 
100% availability. The functionality in block 806 supports 
the reality that some flows, however, should not be shaped. 
In general, Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) flows should 
not be paused, so that minimum latency to the MPLS IP 
network can be guaranteed for Voice connections, for 
example. 
0053) The functionality represented by block 806 may 
also permit the collection of usage Statistics based on 
class-of-service (CoS)/quality of service (QoS) for network 
management and SLA conformance purposes. Key bench 
marks in Such agreements may be latency, latency variation 
and data loSS, and Such parameters may be measured by an 
embodiment of the present invention. Other statistics that 
may be collected include port, VLAN, and 802.1D(p) traffic 
Statistics, and available resources (bandwidth, buffer space, 
protection bandwidth, etc). An embodiment may also Sup 
port the gathering of traffic Statistics on Subscriber ports 
independently. This information may be reported to operat 
ing perSonnel or Systems at a remote location by embedded 
microprocessor core 824, using the SONET data communi 
cations channel (DCC). 
0.054 An embodiment of the present invention may pro 
tect 100% of allocated Subscriber access bandwidth to IP 
Service within the network, and may also provide different 
levels of protection. In a fiber cut or port failure Scenario, the 
traffic restoration mechanism contained within block 820 
may use SONET UPSR ring technology for fault discovery, 
traffic Switchover and alarm propagation. Channelized 
framer 802 may have, for example, two STS-48 ports to 
connect either to the ring or to a redundant backplane link. 
On the Subscriber side, an embodiment of the present 
invention may provision protected links between itself and 
the CPE. Each subscriber may have, for example, two 
connections, and the protected connection may Switch over 
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if the main connection goes down. Software Stored in 
embedded memory 826 may direct embedded microproces 
sor core 824 to use VLAN mapping to different 802.1D(p) 
priorities as a way to protecting Subscriber traffic at different 
levels of protection. 
0055 An embodiment of the present invention may sup 
port advanced maintenance and operations Support function 
ality, due in part to the immediate and broad access by 
embedded microprocessor core 824 to status information 
and operating parameters contained within, for example, 
channelized framer 802, MACS 810 and 812, packet mapper 
804, DS1/DS3 framers 814, 816, and 818, and policing/ 
Shaping/flow control/Subscriber management functionality 
806. To support such functionality, an embodiment of the 
present invention may provide for creation of a Subscriber 
demarcation point in the same facility as the CPE, and may 
permit remote loop-back at both the line and MAC levels. 
This capability may enable the monitoring and isolation of 
physical problems on the Subscriber link from a remote 
location up to the CPE. In addition, MAC 810 and MAC 812 
may support time-domain-reflectometry (TDR) functional 
ity on ports to isolate break points for copper-based Sub 
Scriber loops. Software instructions contained within 
embedded memory 826 or external memory connected to 
external memory interface 828 may permit processor 824 to 
report the illustrated failure conditions, locations, and other 
diagnostic information to the operator of the System either 
through control frames (dedicated VLAN) or via the SONET 
DCC channel. An embodiment may also have the mecha 
nisms to identify and geographically locate network degra 
dation using alarms from the equipment, and may be able to 
distinguish between layer 0/1 and layer 2 degradation or 
faults. 

0056 An embodiment in accordance with the present 
invention may include external memory that may be 
accessed by embedded microprocessor core 824 via external 
memory interface 828. This functionality may allow soft 
ware instructions stored in embedded memory 826 or exter 
nal memory connected to external memory interface 828 to 
use the SONET DCC channel for remote management & 
provisioning. Software programs Stored in embedded 
memory 826 may permit embedded microprocessor core 
824 to receive via a private Ethernet tunnel in-the-field 
downloadable Software upgrades to be Stored in a flash 
memory connected to external memory interface 828. It will 
be clear to those skilled in the art that the ability to remotely 
upgrade Software is of great value in operating and main 
taining networking equipment. In addition, the instructions 
for an algorithm comparable to admission control may be 
contained within embedded memory 826 or external 
memory connected to external memory interface 828 and 
implemented by embedded microprocessor core 824, to 
disallow provisioning changes which would adversely affect 
customer traffic and/or the level of traffic protection within 
the network. 

0057. An embodiment of the present invention may sup 
port the logical “bonding of lower capacity communica 
tions circuits to effectively form a link of higher capacity 
such as that illustrated in FIG. 8a. Bonding may make a 
group of lower capacity circuits appear as a higher capacity 
path, by spreading or “inverse multiplexing the Source 
traffic on the higher capacity link Over the lower capacity 
circuits belonging to the bonded group of circuits. At the 
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other end of the bonded segment, the traffic on each of the 
lower capacity circuits may be merged into a higher capacity 
link, or it may be carried over another bonded group of 
circuits of different types or capacities. The provisioning 
information needed to identify the lower speed circuits to be 
bonded may be provided either at the equipment Site, or 
from a remote location. 

0.058 FIG. 8a shows an exemplary embodiment illus 
trating the bonding of Seven DS1 synchronous time division 
multiplex circuits into a bonded group 830a that transports 
the traffic from 10 Mbps Ethernet link 805a to 10 Mbps 
Ethernet link 815a, in accordance with the present invention. 
Although the illustration shows seven DS1 circuits bonded 
for transport of a single 10 Mbps Ethernet packet link, 
lower-speed circuits other than DS1 may be used to transport 
traffic from higher-Speed network connections without 
departing from the spirit of the invention. In FIG. 8a, a 
group of circuits are bonded as a transport mechanism by 
identifying to Ethernet/TDM bonding function 810a and 
820a the circuits in the group, and the packet interface to 
which they connect. Ethernet/TDM bonding function 810a 
and 820a may be implemented by the functionality shown in 
FIG. 8b. An algorithm may be implemented within hashing 
processor 838b of FIG. 8b, located at a first location, 
allowing it to cooperate with a distant hashing processor 
838b, located at a Second location, to “bond' or aggregate 
the communications circuits Such as those in bonded group 
830a of FIG. 8a, which connect the two locations. The 
communication circuits within bonded group 830a may be, 
for example, communication circuits such as those shown in 
FIG. 8b as trunk-side DS1 circuits 846b connected to DS1 
framer 819b. In the exemplary embodiment, hashing pro 
cessor 838b determines which of the lower speed circuits 
contained in bonded group 830a should be used to carry the 
next of the packets received from the higher Speed link. The 
algorithm used by hashing processor 838b in selecting the 
circuit within bonded group 830a to be used to transport a 
given packet may take into consideration, among other 
things, the Size of the packet, the priority of the packet, the 
allowable latency or maximum delay allowed in getting the 
packet to its destination, and the occupancy of each of the 
lower speed circuits in bonded group 830a. Information 
from the policing/shaping/flow-control/Subscriber-manage 
ment block 806b, MACs 810b and 812b, VLAN engine 
808b, and embedded memory 826b may be used by hashing 
processor 838b and embedded microprocessor core 824b in 
the management of bonded group 830a. Performance mea 
Surements and diagnostic information regarding the opera 
tion of bonded group 830a may be gathered and distributed 
by embedded microprocessor core 824b. 

0059 An embodiment of the present invention may also 
include an M13 multiplexer (mux), which is illustrated as 
block 844b in FIG. 8b. M13 mux 844b may be used to 
combine a number of DS1/E1 streams from DS1/E1 framer 
814b into a single DS3/E3 stream transported via DS3/E3 
framer 816b. The DS3/E3 stream may be switched to 
channelized framer 802b for transport via optical link 834b, 
or it may be carried on a DS3/E3 trunk. This permits voice 
traffic from multiple DS1/E1 circuits to be carried via one 
DS3/E3 link. Management and monitoring of the operation 
of M13 mux 844b may be provided by embedded micro 
processor core 824b executing program instructions Stored 
in embedded memory 826b. Performance and diagnostic 
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information may be provided either locally, or remotely via 
a dedicated VLAN connection or the SONET DCC. 

0060 Another embodiment in accordance with the 
present invention may include System packet interface (SPI) 
840b of FIG. 8b, to permit expansion of the packet network 
interface capacity. System packet interface 840b is not 
required for operation of an embodiment of the present 
invention, but may be incorporated if MACS 810b and 8.12b 
do not provide Sufficient packet interface capacity for a 
particular application of the invention. 
0061 FIG. 9 is a high-level flow diagram of a method of 
operating an embodiment of the present invention. In Such 
an embodiment, the incoming SONET data stream is 
received (block 902) from a synchronous optical network, 
for example, and converted into a packet formatted Stream 
(block 904). The packet stream is then transmitted (block 
906) to an Ethernet packet network, for example. In the 
reverse direction, an incoming packet Stream is received 
(block 908) from an Ethernet packet network, for example, 
and converted to a SONET compatible format (block 910). 
The resulting SONET data stream is then transmitted (block 
912) to a Synchronous optical network, for example. 
0062 FIG. 9a shows a high-level flow diagram illustrat 
ing a method of operating another embodiment in accor 
dance with the present invention. The blocks shown in FIG. 
9a represent the functions that are performed by blocks 810a 
and 820a as shown in FIG. 8a. In the exemplary embodi 
ment, the contents of a packet received from a designated 
packet interface (block 908a) is converted to a stream of data 
(block 910a) for transmission over a lower-speed commu 
nications circuit Selected from the bonded group of circuits 
for the designated packet interface (block 912a). The par 
ticular circuit to be used may be selected from the bonded 
group based upon, for example, the amount of data con 
tained within the packet, the amount of data remaining to be 
transmitted on each of the circuits in the bonded group, the 
delay requirements of the Subscriber being Served by the 
packet interface, the priority of the packet, or one of a 
number of other criteria. Once the circuit has been Selected, 
the Stream of data is transmitted on the Selected lower-speed 
circuit (block 914a) to the far end of the bonded group. 
0063 At the far end of the bonded group, the data is 
received from the lower-speed communications circuit 
(block 902a) and converted to packet format (block 904a). 
The formatted packet is then transmitted on the higher-speed 
packet interface that has been designated for use with the 
bonded group of lower-speed communications circuits 
(block 906a). The bonded group of lower speed communi 
cations circuits might be, for example, Seven DS1 time 
division multiplex connections each operating at 1.544 
Mbps, while the packet interface may be a 10 Mbps IEEE 
802.3 Ethernet compliant connection. 
0064 FIG.9b illustrates a network architecture in which, 
for example, two bonded groups are used in Sequence, in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
In FIG.9b, packet traffic on Ethernet link905b is transferred 
by Ethernet/DSL bonding function 910b to a bonded group 
of digital subscriber lines (DSL) 930b. Bonded group 930b 
connects to DSL/DS1 conversion function 915b, which 
transfers the data from the circuits of bonded group 930b to 
bonded group 940b made of DS1 circuits. The data from 
bonded group 940b is then converted back to Ethernet 
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packet format and transmitted on Ethernet link 925b by 
DS1/Ethernet bonding functionality 920b. 
0065 FIG. 9c shows an example network architecture 
using, for example, multiple embodiments 910c, 915c, and 
920c of the present invention to interface a packet link to a 
SONET optical link. In FIG. 9c, an Ethernet packet link is 
carried over two Successive bonded groups for eventual 
transport over a SONET optical link. Ethernet/DSL bonding 
function 910c connects Ethernet packet link 905c to a 
bonded group of DSL links 930c. Data traffic on bonded 
group 930c is then transferred to a bonded group of DS1 
circuits 94.0c by DSL/DS1 conversion function 915c. 
Bonded group 940c is then mapped for transport via a 
SONET or SDH optical link by DS1/SONET mapping 
function 920c. Although the embodiments described refer 
ence Specific packet and circuit Standards, Speeds, and 
parameters, the present invention is not So limited and can 
be applied in yet further embodiments without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 
0.066 FIG. 10 is a high-level flow diagram of a further 
method of operating an embodiment according to the present 
invention. In Such an embodiment, embedded microproces 
sor core 824 of FIG. 8, or 824b of FIG. 8b may collect 
operational statistics from, for example, the SONET receive 
processing (block 1002), the SONET transmit processing 
(block 1004), the packet receive processing (block 1006), 
and the packet transmit processing (block 1008) functional 
blocks. It may also gather Statistics regarding the operation 
of hashing processor 838b of FIG. 8b. The gathered statis 
tics may then be analyzed (block 1010) and embedded 
microprocessor core 824 or 824b may then determine, the 
actions or adjustments that may be needed for desired 
System operation. Embedded microprocessor core 824 or 
824b may then adjust the operation (block 1012) of the 
functional blocks in the embodiment, and may report 
troubles and performance (block 1014) to a predetermined 
location. Many improvements in the level of diagnostics, 
performance, and control become available by closely inte 
grating the functionality shown in FIG. 7 in the form of, for 
example, a Single chip or multi-chip embodiment. 
0067. Accordingly, the present invention may be realized 
in hardware, Software, or a combination of hardware and 
Software. The present invention may be realized in a cen 
tralized fashion in one computer System, or in a distributed 
fashion where different elements are spread acroSS Several 
interconnected computer Systems. Any kind of computer 
System or other apparatus adapted for carrying out the 
methods described herein is Suited. A typical combination of 
hardware and Software may be a general-purpose computer 
System with a computer program that, when being loaded 
and executed, controls the computer System Such that it 
carries out the methods described herein. 

0068 The present invention also may be embedded in a 
computer program product, which comprises all the features 
enabling the implementation of the methods described 
herein, and which when loaded in a computer System is able 
to carry out these methods. Computer program in the present 
context means any expression, in any language, code or 
notation, of a set of instructions intended to cause a System 
having an information processing capability to perform a 
particular function either directly or after either or both of 
the following: a) conversion to another language, code or 
notation; b) reproduction in a different material form. 
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0069. Notwithstanding, the invention and its inventive 
arrangements disclosed herein may be embodied in other 
forms without departing from the Spirit or essential attributes 
thereof. Accordingly, reference should be made to the fol 
lowing claims, rather than to the foregoing Specification, as 
indicating the Scope of the invention. In this regard, the 
description above is intended by way of example only and 
is not intended to limit the present invention in any way, 
except as Set forth in the following claims. 
0070 While the present invention has been described 
with reference to certain embodiments, it will be understood 
by those skilled in the art that various changes may be made 
and equivalents may be Substituted without departing from 
the Scope of the present invention. In addition, many modi 
fications may be made to adapt a particular situation or 
material to the teachings of the present invention without 
departing from its Scope. Therefore, it is intended that the 
present invention not be limited to the particular embodi 
ment disclosed, but that the present invention will include all 
embodiments falling within the Scope of the appended 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A data communications device comprising: 
a hashing processor for Selecting a transmit data channel 

and for designating a receive packet interface and a 
transmit packet interface; 

a packet mapper for processing at least one transmit 
packet from the designated transmit packet interface 
operating at a first bit rate, the packet mapper transfer 
ring the contents of the at least one transmit packet to 
the Selected transmit data channel, the packet mapper 
also for processing data from at least one receive data 
channel producing at least one receive packet for 
transmission on the designated receive packet interface 
operating at the first bit rate; and 

at least one communication interface for Serializing data 
from the transmit data channel to form a transmit data 
Stream, and for passing to the receive data channel 
deserialized data from a receive data Stream, the trans 
mit data Stream and receive data Stream operating at a 
Second bit rate. 

2. The data communications device of claim 1 wherein the 
first bit rate is greater than the Second bit rate. 

3. The data communication device of claim 1 wherein a 
packet format of the at least one receive packet and the at 
least one transmit packet is compliant with at least one of the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 802.3 family 
of Ethernet standards. 

4. The data communications device of claim 1 further 
comprising at least one optical carrier framer for performing 
transmit framing on data from at least one transmit data 
channel producing a transmit data Sequence, and for per 
forming receive framing on a receive data Sequence produc 
ing data for at least one receive data channel. 

5. The data communication device of claim 4 wherein the 
packet mapper is compatible with the American National 
Standards Institute T1X1.5 Generic Framing Procedure. 

6. The data communication device of claim 4 wherein the 
packet mapper is compatible with the International Tele 
communications Union X.86 Ethernet over SONET recom 
mendation. 
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7. The data communication device of claim 4 wherein the 
packet mapper is compatible with the Internet Engineering 
Task Force RFC 1662 point-to-point protocol specification. 

8. The data communications device of claim 4, wherein a 
format of the transmit data Sequence and the receive data 
sequence is compatible with the Synchronous Optical Net 
work or Synchronous Digital Hierarchy optical carrier Stan 
dard. 

9. The data communication device of claim 1 further 
comprising a bus interface for connecting additional com 
munications interface devices. 

10. The data communication device of claim 9, wherein 
the bus interface is a telecombus compatible interface. 

11. The data communication device claim 1 wherein the 
at least one communication interface comprises at least one 
T/E carrier framer for receiving and transmitting data in time 
division multiplexed format. 

12. The data communication device of claim 11 wherein 
the at least one T/E carrier framer comprises a DS1 or E1 
format framer. 

13. The data communication device of claim 11 wherein 
the at least one T/E carrier framer comprises a DS3 or E3 
format framer. 

14. The data communication device of claim 12 further 
comprising a M13 multiplexer for converting DS1 format 
time division multiplex data streams to and from DS3 
format. 

15. The data communication device of claim 1 further 
comprising at least one embedded microprocessor core 
arranged in order receive signals from the hashing processor. 

16. The data communication device of claim 15, further 
comprising an embedded memory for Storing information to 
be accessed by the at least one embedded microprocessor 
COC. 

17. The data communication device of claim 15 further 
comprising an external memory interface arranged to allow 
the at least one embedded microprocessor core to acceSS 
information Stored in an external memory device. 

18. The data communication device of claim 1 wherein 
the functionality is contained within a single integrated 
circuit. 

19. A method of operating a data communication device, 
the method comprising: 

receiving a first packet from a first packet Stream at a 
higher bit rate; 

Selecting a first data link from a predefined group of data 
links; 

depacketizing the first packet to a first data Stream; 
transmitting the first data Stream on the first data link at a 

lower bit rate; 
receiving a Second data Stream on a Second data link at the 

lower bit rate; 
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packetizing the Second data Stream into a Second packet; 
designating a Second packet Stream on which to Send the 

Second packet; and 
transmitting the Second packet on the Second packet 

Stream at the higher bit rate. 
20. The method of claim 19 wherein a packet format of 

the first packet Stream and the Second packet Stream is 
compliant with at least one of the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers 802.3 family of Ethernet standards. 

21. The method of claim 19 wherein the first data link and 
the Second data link use a time division multiplex format. 

22. The method of claim 21 wherein the time division 
multiplex format is DS1 or E1 compliant. 

23. The method of claim 19 wherein the first data link and 
the Second data link are a type of digital Subscriber line. 

24. A machine-readable Storage, having Stored thereon a 
computer program having a plurality of code Sections for 
implementing a data communication device, the code Sec 
tions executable by a machine for causing the machine to 
perform the operations comprising: 

receiving a first packet from a first packet Stream at a 
higher bit rate; 

Selecting a first data link from a predefined group of data 
links; 

depacketizing the first packet to a first data Stream; 
transmitting the first data Stream on the first data link at a 

lower bit rate; 

receiving a Second data Stream on a Second data link at the 
lower bit rate; 

packetizing the Second data Stream into a Second packet; 
designating a Second packet Stream on which to Send the 

Second packet; and 
transmitting the Second packet on the Second packet 

Stream at the higher bit rate. 
25. The machine-readable storage of claim 24 wherein a 

packet format of the first packet Stream and the Second 
packet Stream is compliant with at least one of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 802.3 family of 
Ethernet Standards. 

26. The machine-readable storage of claim 24 wherein the 
first data link and the Second data link use a time division 
multiplex format. 

27. The machine-readable storage of claim 26 wherein the 
time division multiplex format is DS1 or E1 compliant. 

28. The machine-readable storage of claim 24 wherein the 
first data link and the Second data link are a type of digital 
Subscriber line. 


